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Abstract—Orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) systems in the uplink suffer from multiple access
interference (MAI) due to their high sensitivity to frequency
misalignments between different users. In this paper, we propose
the application of time domain receiver windowing methods
to confine the leakage caused by multiple carrier frequency
offsets (CFOs) to a few neighbouring subcarriers with almost
no additional computational burden. The CFO effects can be
translated into a linear system of equations with a coefficient
matrix that is called interference matrix. As a result of receiver
windowing, we can approximate the interference matrix with
a quasi-banded one by neglecting its small elements outside a
certain bandwidth. This allows us to propose a class of low
complexity CFO compensation techniques. These techniques are
applicable to the generalized subcarrier allocation scheme (G-
CAS). The complexity reduction in the proposed solutions is
substantial when compared to the existing ones in the litera-
ture. It is worth mentioning that this substantial complexity
reduction is achieved in expense of some bandwidth efficiency
loss. Hence, there exists a tradeoff between bandwidth efficiency
and complexity. Solutions based on both zero forcing (ZF) and
minimum mean squared error (MMSE) criteria are proposed and
compared. Simulation results demonstrating the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithms in approaching the optimal performance
are also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS paper focuses on low complexity carrier frequency
offset (CFO) compensation methods for the uplink of

orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) sys-
tems. OFDMA systems are very sensitive to synchronization
errors especially in the uplink. Imperfect synchronization
breaks the orthogonality among the subcarriers and creates
a great amount of multiple access interference as well as self-
user interference [2]. As is prescribed in [3], the choice of long
enough cyclic prefix (CP) will help the system to avoid the
multiple access interference (MAI) caused by the timing mis-
alignment of the users with respect to each other. Therefore,
the timing mismatch between the users will be absorbed into
their channel impulse responses and can be compensated at
the channel equalization stage [3]. Due to the local oscillator
misalignments and Doppler frequency shifts of different users
in the uplink, multiple CFOs will appear in the received signal
at the base station (BS). This results in a great amount of inter-
carrier interference (ICI) and hence MAI. To compensate for
the interference caused by the CFOs, first of all, an appropriate
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signal processing method is required to estimate the CFOs.
Multiple CFOs estimation can be performed by application of
one of the proposed algorithms in the literature [3]–[8]. Once
the CFOs are estimated, a compensation technique is needed
to remove the self-user and multiuser ICI, which we name
respectively, ICI and MAI.

In OFDMA systems, there are a number of ways that
carriers can be allocated to the users, namely: block carrier
allocation, interleaved carrier allocation, block-interleaved car-
rier allocation and generalized carrier allocation schemes (G-
CAS) [3]. Hence, if a compensation method is applicable to
the G-CAS case, then all the options are covered. The focus
of this paper is on the development of low complexity CFO
compensation methods for the uplink of OFDMA systems with
G-CAS.

The removal of self-user interference and MAI is a well
tackled problem and solutions have been proposed in the
literature, [9]–[17]. Some researchers have concentrated on
interference cancellation methods. In [9] and [16], the authors
propose interference cancellation techniques to remove ICI
and MAI using tentatively detected data symbols of different
users in an iterative manner. This study is extended by Chen
et al. in [17] where they suggest a joint minimum mean
square error frequency domain equalization (MMSE-FDE) and
CFO compensation technique with interference cancellation.
Ahmed and Zhang, [10], suggest a method of preconditioning
the received signal vector, before applying the DFT, in order
to limit the interfering subcarriers to a few adjacent ones.
This preconditioning reduces the complexity of successive
interference cancellation. This method was originally intro-
duced by Schniter, [18], in the context of single user OFDM
systems with time varying channels. The drawback of the
interference cancellation solutions is that their performance
degrades as CFOs increase [9], [10], [16]. Besides their high
computational complexity, such methods may suffer from the
error propagation problem, since wrong decisions may be fed
back for cancellation.

The second class of CFO compensation techniques, which is
of more interest in this paper, translates the effect of the CFOs
into a linear system of equations with a coefficient matrix
which is called interference matrix. In these techniques, the
output of the DFT block at the BS is modeled as multiplication
of the interference matrix to a composite data vector which
contains the data of all the users, affected by their wireless
channels. Solving this system of equations eliminates the
MAI as well as self-user interference completely. However,
it needs the inversion of an interference matrix, i.e., a square
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matrix of size equal to the total number of subcarriers which
can be as large as a few thousands in practical systems.
Obviously, this makes the solution prohibitively complex.
Thus, low complexity solutions have to be sought. Such a
solution for the systems with interleaved subcarrier allocation
is proposed by Hsu and Wu [13]. In a more recent work,
[12], the authors suggested solutions that take advantage
of the block circulant structure of the interference matrix
in systems with interleaved and block-interleaved subcarrier
allocation to further reduce the computational cost. Another
relevant work is that of Cao et al., [11], where the authors
approximated the interference matrix by a banded matrix,
simply by assuming that the elements of the matrix outside a
bandwidth D (a design parameter) are equal to zero. It is then
noted that this approximation of the interference matrix can
be used to find the desired solution with a low computational
complexity that is in the order of ND2, where N is the total
number of subcarriers. However, as mentioned in [14], this
approximation results in a significant performance loss, hence
may not be a viable solution in practice. Huang et al., [19],
have proposed an iterative ICI cancellation technique based
on the Neumann power series expansion. However, it has
been noted that this method has certain limitations in terms
of carrier allocation. In [14], Lee et al. introduced an MMSE
compensation technique using conjugate gradient algorithm.
This method has a much lower complexity compared to its
predecessors and is also applicable to the systems that use the
generalized carrier allocation scheme, while maintaining the
optimal performance. It is worth mentioning that CG algorithm
is a fast implementation of MMSE solution and provides the
same result as the direct MMSE solution [14]. Thus, we choose
conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm as a benchmark.

The challenge for this paper, therefore, is to design a CFO
compensation technique which has the following traits - (1)
it is suitable for a wide range of CFOs (2) it has a lower
computational complexity than our benchmark (CG algorithm)
and (3) it is applicable to G-CAS.

Our solution combines a number of different ideas and
concepts. It is based on time domain approaches. It draws on
the fact that through time domain windowing, the interference
matrix can be well approximated with a quasi-banded one.
Hence, a very simple time domain processing introduces a
means of confining the interference matrix and leads to low
complexity CFO compensation techniques. However, it goes
much further in the reduction of complexity through the
introduction of a zero forcing (ZF) technique based on LU-
factorization. As the paper will show, this results in a technique
that can work with all values of CFOs within the range of
±50% of the subcarrier spacing, is over an order of magnitude
lower in complexity than our benchmark CG algorithm, and
can be used in G-CAS scenarios. Furthermore, we show even
more complexity reduction (two orders of magnitude) still
is possible in cases where CFOs are less than 25% of the
subcarrier spacing through our proposed ZF technique based
on Neumann series.

The paper also carries out some additional analysis. As
MMSE approaches are generally seen as superior techniques
over ZF approaches, we also extend our algorithms to include

the MMSE case. However, it turns out that there is a negligible
difference between the MMSE and the ZF solutions in the case
of interest in this paper.

The significant reduction in complexity that our algorithms
provide comes at the expense of some moderate loss in
bandwidth efficiency which is due to the need for longer
cyclic extentions in OFDM signal required for time domain
windowing operations. Hence, there is a tradeoff between com-
putational complexity and bandwidth efficiency. Our solutions
are attractive to some emerging applications like machine type
communications and Internet of Things (IoT) where there is a
large number of users in a cell with different CFOs. In these
applications, our proposed solutions can provide the optimal
performance with an affordable computational complexity and
as these systems do not need to have very high bit rates, the
bandwidth efficiency loss due to windowing operation may not
be critical, [20].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. To lay down
the problem that we plan to solve in the rest of the paper, a
summary of the CFO formulation, in the uplink of OFDMA
systems, is presented in Section II. This formulation shows that
multiuser compensation can be achieved by solving a linear
system of equations. The coefficient matrix of this system
of equations is known as the interference matrix. Section III
introduces the time domain windowing at the receiver, [21],
as a means of reducing the interference matrix to a quasi-
banded one. This paves the way for the introduction of a novel
class of ZF and MMSE CFO compensation techniques that are
presented in Section IV and Section V, respectively. A new
version of the CG algorithm, for the case of interest in this
paper, is also presented. A system complexity analysis that
compares the proposed methods with their counterpart from
literature having the lowest complexity, [14], is presented in
Section VI. Numerical results are discussed in Section VII.
Finally, the conclusions of the paper are drawn in Section VIII.

Notations: Matrices, vectors and scalar quantities are de-
noted by boldface uppercase, boldface lowercase and normal
letters, respectively. [A]m,n represents the element in the mth

row and nth column of matrix A, A−1 signifies the inverse
of A, IM is the identity matrix of size M and 0m×n is the
zero matrix of size m by n. σ(A) indicates the set of distinct
eigenvalues of the matrix A and is called the spectrum of A.
Rank(A), Range(A), Null(A) and Dim(A) indicate rank,
range, nullspace and dimension of A, respectively [22]. The
superscripts (·)T and (·)H indicate transpose and conjugate
transpose of a matrix, respectively. Finally, diag(x), ∗ and
| · | represent a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements of the
vector x, linear convolution and absolute value, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The uplink of an OFDMA system with K users and one
base station is considered. We assume that there is a total
of N subcarriers, and L = N/K subcarriers are allocated
to each user. The users are communicating with the base
station through K statistically independent multipath wireless
channels. In this paper, we consider the generalized subcarrier
assignment scheme (G-CAS). In G-CAS, the base station
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selects the best available subcarriers (i.e., the ones with the
best SNRs) for each user, [3]. The L× 1 vector d(i) contains
the data symbols of the ith user. It is worth mentioning that the
subcarriers of distinct users should be mapped onto mutually
exclusive subsets of the available subcarriers. Hence, if the
subcarriers allocated to the ith and jth users belong to the
sets Ψi and Ψj , respectively, then Ψi ∩ Ψj = ∅, i �= j and⋃K

m=1 Ψm = {1, . . . , N}. In the OFDMA transmitter, the first
step is subcarrier allocation. Thus, the ith user signal vector
after subcarrier mapping is

s
(i)
f = Γ(i)d(i), (1)

where the subscript f in s
(i)
f stresses that the data is in the

frequency domain and Γ(i) is the N×L subcarrier allocation
matrix of user i. Γ(i) is comprised of the columns of an N×N
identity matrix whose indices belong to the set Ψi. The output
of the IDFT block for user i is given by

s
(i)
t = FH

Ns
(i)
f , (2)

where FN is the N -point DFT matrix with the elements
[FN ]n,k = 1√

N
e

−j2πnk
N for n, k = 0, . . . , N−1. The subscript

t in s
(i)
t is to emphasise that the vector is in the time domain.

Finally, the cyclic prefix (CP) and cyclic suffix (CS) whose
lengths are NCP and NCS, will be appended to the first and
last part of the signal1. In order to avoid self and multi-
user interference due to the timing offsets of the users, a
CP longer than both the maximum channel delay spread and
the two way propagation delay is required. In addition, the
cyclic extensions need to include some extra samples to be
utilized for time domain windowing at the receiver which will
be discussed in Section III. The residual timing errors will
be incorporated in the channel impulse responses of the users;
thereby, inter-symbol interference (ISI) between different users
will be avoided [3]. The cyclically extended signal can be
written as

s̃
(i)
t = Ts

(i)
t , (3)

where T = [GT
CP, I

T
N ,GT

CS]
T is the corresponding cyclic

extension matrix which is an NT × N matrix. NT is the
length of an OFDMA symbol and NT = N + NCP + NCS.
The rows of GCP and GCS matrices include the last NCP

and the first NCS rows of the identity matrix IN , respectively.
The wireless channels for different users are assumed to be
statistically independent with respect to each other and time
invariant during one OFDMA symbol. If the channel impulse
response for user i has the length equal to Nch samples, it can
be denoted by the vector h(i) = [h

(i)
0 , . . . , h

(i)
Nch−1]

T whose
elements are assumed to be statistically independent complex
Gaussian random variables. Considering the impact of CFOs
from different users, the received signal is obtained as

r̃ =

K∑
i=1

Φ(εi)(h
(i) ∗ s̃(i)t ) + ν, (4)

1Since, in OFDM systems, we are dealing with periodic signals, CS can
be easily absorbed into CP and in that case a time shift of NCS samples is
needed. This time shift should be taken care of at the receiver and can be
compensated at equalization stage.

where Φ(εi) is the Nr×Nr diagonal CFO matrix whose
diagonal elements are {1, e j2πεi

N , . . . , e
j2πεi(Nr−1)

N }, Nr =
NT + Nch − 1 and εi is the ith user’s CFO normalized by
subcarrier spacing. Finally, ν is the complex additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector, i.e., ν ∼ CN(0, σν

2INr
) and

σν
2 is the noise variance.
After discarding the cyclic extensions from r̃, the result is

passed through a DFT block. The output of the DFT block
can be rearranged as, [11],

r̄ = Λx+ ν̃. (5)

Here, Λ is a CFO dependent N × N matrix that is called
interference matrix. Also, x and ν̃ are, the composite data
symbols of the users, affected by their respective channels, and
the channel noise vector, respectively. A detailed definition of
matrix Λ and vectors x and ν̃ is included in Section III. Direct
solution of (5) is computationally demanding as it involves
inversion of an N ×N matrix, with N typically in the order
of thousands. As noted earlier, many authors have proposed
algorithms to reduce the complexity of solving (5), [11]–
[15]. Nevertheless, these solutions are still computationally
demanding. The goal of this paper is to revisit the same
problem, but to propose a new class of algorithms leading
to an order of magnitude or higher reduction in complexity.

III. RECEIVER FILTERING FOR ICI REDUCTION

In conventional OFDMA receivers, after removing the
cyclic extensions, DFT is applied to the received signal. This is
equivalent to analyzing each received OFDM symbol through a
bank of filters that are characterized by a rectangular prototype
filter. Due to the fact that the rectangular filter has large side-
lobes in its frequency response, such a filter bank system is
prone to a significant amount of ICI when different subcarriers
are not synchronized in frequency with respect to each other.

In order to reduce ICI to a limited number of adjacent
subcarriers and hence, make the interference matrix quasi-
banded2, we borrow the following idea from the discrete
multi-tone (DMT) literature3. To mitigate near-end cross-talk
and radio frequency interference in very high bit-rate digital
subscriber lines (VDSL), the authors of [21] proposed to
replace the rectangular prototype filter/window in an OFDM
receiver by a window with smooth roll-offs at the sides,
e.g., see Fig. 1. A raised-cosine window is proposed for this
application in [21]. Further study, in [23], indicates that the
raised-cosine window is a good compromise choice. On the
other hand, it is also noted in [21] that since the number of
samples in the time domain are N + Nw and given that we
need to analyze the signal samples in the frequency domain
at N equally spaced samples, one may conveniently alias the
time domain signal, as shown in Fig. 1, and then apply an
N -point DFT to the result.

2A quasi-banded matrix with bandwidth of 2D+ 1 is a matrix containing
nonzero elements in the main diagonal, D bilateral diagonals around the main
diagonal and D diagonals at the top-right and bottom-left corners of the matrix
and the remaining elements are all zeros.

3DMT is the equivalent name for OFDM in the digital subscriber lines
(DSL) literature.
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TFFT

Tw Tw

one OFDM symbol

Fig. 1. A raised-cosine window and the process of aliasing in time domain.
The excess samples beyond the length TFFT on each side are added to the
attenuated samples on the other side.

An analysis of the raised-cosine window that provides
insight to its impact on side-lobe suppression is recently
reported in [23]. It is noted that if TFFT denotes the length
of DFT and Tw the duration of the roll-off at each side, the
raised-cosine window can be mathematically expressed as

g(t) = rect

(
t− TFFT/2

TFFT

)
∗ c(t), (6)

where

c(t) =
π

2Tw
sin

(
πt

Tw

)
rect

(
t− Tw/2

Tw

)
, (7)

and rect(·) is the rectangular function. Accordingly, in the
frequency domain,

|G(f)| = TFFT|sinc(fTFFT)| × |C(f)|, (8)

and

|C(f)| =
∣∣∣∣cos(πfTw)

1− 4f2T 2
w

∣∣∣∣ . (9)

A point to note here is that |C(f)| has a ‘sinc’ shape with
the main lobe of 3/Tw wide. It also drops to below −12 dB
beyond the frequency range (−1.1/Tw, 1.1/Tw). If this attenu-
ation is taken as sufficient to suppress the subcarrier side-lobes
(numerical results presented later in Fig. 3 show this is a good
compromise choice), one will find that the interference matrix
becomes (with a good approximation) quasi-banded with a
bandwidth of 2�1.1TFFT/Tw� + 1, where �·� rounds down
the number inside. It is worth nothing that beside the raised-
cosine window, other window choices have been examined
in [23] and the conclusion is that the raised cosine provides a
good compromise choice. In the context of the work presented
in this paper, we also conclude that the raised cosine window
provides a good balance between the suppression of the out
of band signals and the reduction of the bandwidth D. In our
study, we made this conclusion by exploring the performance
of our system when we used a trapezoidal window versus other
window functions based on Hamming and Hanning functions.

As mentioned earlier, each OFDMA symbol has NCP and
NCS cyclic extension samples at the beginning and the end,
respectively. Since, the first NGI samples of r̃ in (4) are
affected by the channels of the users, in order to avoid ISI
and also leave enough samples for the receiver windowing
process, the lengths of the CP and CS need to be NGI+

Nw

2 and
Nw

2 , respectively. Discarding the first NGI samples using guard

interval removal matrix RGI = [0(N+Nw)×NGI
, I(N+Nw)], we

have

r =
K∑
i=1

e
j2πεiNGI

N Φ̃(εi)T̄H
(i)
t s

(i)
t +RGIν, (10)

where Φ̃(εi) = diag(1, e
j2πεi

N , . . . , e
j2πεi(N+Nw−1)

N ), T̄ =
[GT

W, ITN ,GT
CS]

T. The sub-matrices GW and GCS are of the
size Nw

2 ×N and consist of the last and the first Nw

2 rows of the
identity matrix IN , respectively. H(i)

t is the N×N circulant
channel matrix of user i with the first column h(i) being zero
padded to have the length of N . The windowed and aliased
signal can be presented as

r′ =
K∑
i=1

e
j2πεiNGI

N (T̄TWΦ̃(εi)T̄)H
(i)
t s

(i)
t + T̄TWRGIν,

(11)
where W = diag(wrc), wrc is the raised-cosine window
vector and T̄T does the aliasing operation as mentioned earlier.
Since, H(i)

t is a circulant matrix, it can be spectrally factorized
as FH

NH
(i)
f FN where H

(i)
f is the N×N diagonal matrix

whose diagonal elements are the channel frequency response
of the user i. Hence, recalling (2), H

(i)
t s

(i)
t can be written

as FH
NH

(i)
f s

(i)
f and after passing the signal through the DFT

block, we have

r̄ = FNr′

=

K∑
i=1

e
j2πεiNGI

N (FN T̄TWΦ̃(εi)T̄FH
N )H

(i)
f s

(i)
f + ν̃

= Λx+ ν̃, (12)

where

x =

K∑
i=1

e
j2πεiNGI

N H
(i)
f s

(i)
f = H̄f d̄, (13)

and

Λ =
K∑
i=1

FN T̄TWΦ̃(εi)T̄FH
NΠ(i), (14)

is the N×N interference matrix, Π(i) = Γ(i)(Γ(i))H and
ν̃ = FN T̄TWRGIν. H̄f is an N×N diagonal matrix which
contains the composite channel frequency responses of all the
users in its diagonal elements. It is worth mentioning that
the phase factors e

j2πεiNGI
N are absorbed into the composite

channel of the users. The composite data vector d̄ includes
the information symbols of all the users corresponding to their
allocated subcarriers as if there has been no interference.

As noted before, windowing at the receiver confines the
interference generated by each subcarrier only to a number
of its neighbouring subcarriers which depends on the roll-
off factor of the window. Fig. 2, shows a snapshot of the
interference power from each subcarrier to the others for
both cases of OFDMA system with and without receiver
windowing. In Fig. 2, we consider an OFDMA system with
32 subcarriers, 4 users and CFOs = [0.20,−0.35, 0.45,−0.11]
where G-CAS is deployed. From Fig. 2, one may notice that
the interference power from each subcarrier to the others in
the system with receiver filtering is very small after a certain
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Fig. 2. Interference power between different subcarriers for G-CAS case when
N = 32, K = 4, Nw = 8, CFOs = [0.20,−0.35, 0.45,−0.11] for the
systems with and without receiver filtering.

modulo-N distance and hence may be considered as negligi-
ble. Thus, the interference matrix can be approximated with a
quasi-banded matrix with very good precision. The simulation
results which will be presented in Section VII will attest to this
fact. In contrast, in a system without receiver windowing, the
interference power from each subcarrier to the other ones is
large. Therefore, approximation of the interference matrix with
a banded one as is proposed in [11] will result in a significant
performance loss especially in presence of users with large
CFOs, [14].

Accordingly, we can write the interference matrix as the
summation of a quasi-banded matrix, ΛQB, and the matrix
ΛI which contains the negligible elements of Λ outside the
certain bandwidth of 2D + 1.

[ΛQB]m,n =

⎧⎨⎩
[Λ]m,n, |m− n| ≤ D,

and |m− n| ≥ N −D,
0, otherwise,

(15)

where the bandwidth of the matrix ΛQB is 2D + 1. Also,
ΛI = Λ−ΛQB.

Discussion

The parameter D needs to be designed in a way to consider
the dominant interference terms of the matrix Λ. To that end,
the maximum CFO, εmax = max |εi| for i = 0, . . . ,K − 1,
should be considered and the interference terms due to εmax

need to be generated. The interference terms can be obtained
by taking N -point DFT from the main diagonal of the matrix

Ξ = T̄TWΦ̃(εmax)T̄, (16)

where Φ̃(εmax) = diag(1, e
j2πεmax

N , . . . , e
j2πεmax(N+Nw−1)

N ),
Ξ = diag(ξ) and ξ contains the windowed and aliased version
of the vector [1, e

j2πεmax
N , . . . , e

j2πεmax(N+Nw−1)
N ]T. Thus, the

interference terms can be found as χ = FNξ. The interference
terms in the vector χ with power less than -60 dB may be
neglected and replaced by zero. Accordingly, the number of
non-zero elements that remain is equal to 2D + 1. Thereby,
the parameter D can be designed.
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Fig. 3. Interference power for different values of Nw and the threshold line
of -60 dB for an uplink scenario where N = 256 and εmax = 0.4.

As a case in point, Fig. 3 illustrates the interference terms
for different values of Nw and the threshold line of -60 dB
for an uplink scenario where N = 256 and εmax = 0.4. As
mentioned above, the interference terms below this threshold
are negligible and can be replaced by zero. Additionally, Fig. 3
depicts the localization of interference power with respect to
different values of Nw. As can be seen, the system without
receiver windowing suffers from a large amount of interference
and none of the interference terms falls below -60 dB. In
contrast, for the system with receiver windowing and Nw = 10
a large number of interference terms fall below -60 dB and
as Nw increases to 26 the interference power becomes more
localized. As a result, a larger number of interference terms
can be neglected and the bandwidth of the interference matrix
is further reduced. Therefore, the parameter D for Nw = 10
and Nw = 26 can be designed as D = 34 and D = 12,
respectively.

IV. ZF-BASED CFO COMPENSATION

Since, the interference matrix is full rank (see Appendix A,
for a proof); given the received signal model in (12), the ICI
caused by multiple CFOs can be completely removed based
on the ZF criterion [11], viz.,

x̂ZF = Λ−1r̄ = x+Λ−1ν̃. (17)

However, in practice, where N may be many hundreds, or
even thousands, the computational complexity of the matrix
inversion in (17) may be prohibitively high. Examples are in
WiMAX IEEE 802.16e and 3GPP LTE standards, where N
can be as large as 2048 [24], [25].

As noted in Section III, due to the effect of receiver filtering,
the interference matrix Λ can be approximated with the quasi-
banded matrix ΛQB. This, as shown in the rest of this paper,
allows us to implement the ZF and MMSE solutions with an
affordable complexity.

ZF solution is expressed as

x̂ZF = Λ−1
QBr̄ = x+Λ−1

QBΛIx+Λ−1
QBν̃. (18)
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Fig. 4. (a) and (b) depict the structure of L and U matrices after LU
factorization of a quasi-banded matrix, respectively.

Clearly, the approximation of Λ by the banded matrix ΛQB

results in some residual interference; Λ−1
QBΛIx on the right-

hand side of (18). However, as will be shown in Section VII,
this residual interference is so negligible that does not have
any impact on the bit error rate (BER) performance of the
system.

Due to the fact that receiver filtering does not bring a great
amount of reduction to the subcarrier sidelobes that are close to
the main lobe, [23], after receiver filtering, even for small CFO
ranges the system with G-CAS suffers from a great amount of
self-user interference and MAI which need to be canceled. To
this end, in the following subsections, we propose three CFO
compensation techniques based on the ZF criterion. All of
our proposed techniques have low computational complexity,
thanks to the banded property of ΛQB. Unlike solutions
proposed in [13] and [12], our proposed techniques here are
not limited to a particular subcarrier assignment. They all are
applicable to G-CAS.

A. LU Factorization

Due to the banded form of the matrix ΛQB, it can be
efficiently factorized into a pair of lower and upper triangular
matrices (ΛQB = LU). In general, LU factorization of
a quasi-banded matrix leads to a pair of upper and lower
triangular matrices with a V-shape structure, similar to the
one in Fig. 4. However, in the case of interest in this paper,
since the off-diagonal elements of ΛQB are all less than one in
amplitude and are decreasing very fast as they move away from
the main diagonal, one will find that the elements of L and U
matrices vanish as they move away from the corners. Fig. 5
highlights this fact for a typical example of the lower triangular
matrix. Likewise, the upper triangular matrix follows the same
structure as that of the matrix LT. Hence, L and U can be
approximated with upper and lower quasi-banded matrices. As
a result, the LU factorization can be implemented with a low
computational complexity.

Once the LU factorization is performed, the vector x is
calculated, simply, by using the forward and backward sub-
stitution method [22]. The large number of zero elements in
the lower and upper triangular matrices significantly reduces
the complexity of forward and backward substitutions. The
numerical results in Section VII prove the high accuracy of
this approximation when compared with the case where the
full interference matrix is considered.
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Fig. 5. The matrix L for G-CAS case when N = 128, K = 4, CFOs =
[0.27,−0.35,−0.43, 0.12].

B. Truncated Neumann Series

The matrix Λ−1
QB can be approximated using truncated von

Neumann series to reduce the computational cost of the ZF
solution even more than that of the LU factorization method.
ΛQB can be written as the summation of its diagonal, D, and
its off-diagonal part, Λ̃, and rearrange the result as

ΛQB = D+ Λ̃

= D(IN +D−1Λ̃). (19)

Next, we note that ΛQB
−1 = (IN + D−1Λ̃)−1D−1 and

(IN + D−1Λ̃)−1 can be approximated using the M th order
truncation of the Neumann series

(IN +D−1Λ̃)−1 =

M∑
i=0

(−D−1Λ̃)i, (20)

if the spectral radius4 of the matrix D−1Λ̃ is smaller than
one. A smaller spectral radius allows adoption of a smaller
value of M , and hence a further reduction of complexity in
the implementation of (20).

Since, in G-CAS case, the interference matrix does not
follow any particular structure, it is difficult (if not impossible)
to mathematically identify the spectral radius of D−1Λ̃. Here,
we resort to a numerical analysis and find the probability
density function (PDF) of the spectral radius of D−1Λ̃ as
CFOs take random values. Fig. 6 presents sample examples of
such PDF for the cases where N = 512, 1024, K = 4, 32, and
CFOs are chosen randomly from the interval of [−0.25, 0.25].
The PDFs are obtained based on 1,000,000 random choices
of CFOs. For all the cases, the spectral radius of D−1Λ̃
is limited by some upper bound that is less than one. In
order to study the effect of the increase in the number of
users we have considered the case where N = 512,K = 32
and compared it with the case where N = 512,K = 4.
As it can be observed from Fig. 6, for the same number
of subcarriers, as the number of users increases, the spectral
radius becomes more concentrated to values around 0.4 with a

4Spectral radius of a square matrix A refers to the amplitude of its largest
eigenvalue.
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Fig. 6. Spectral radius of the matrix D−1Λ̃ for a system with the CFOs in
the range of [−0.25, 0.25].

higher probability. From comparison of the PDF of the cases
where N = 512,K = 32 and N = 1024,K = 32, one
can conclude that increasing the number of subcarriers does
not have a dramatic effect on the lower and upper bound of
the spectral radius of D−1Λ̃. Additional tests reveal that the
spectral radius of D−1Λ̃ gets smaller as the range of CFOs
reduces, and it gets larger as the range increases. For the
broader ranges beyond [−0.25, 0.25], the spectral radius of
D−1Λ̃ approaches one and in that case M has to be increased
and this in turn increases the complexity. Moreover, as CFOs
spread over a wider range, beyond [−0.4, 0.4], the spectral
radius of D−1Λ̃ may exceed one and in that case the Neumann
series diverges. Hence, the method described here will not be
applicable.

Taking note of the above observations, we propose to use the
Neumann series expansion for the case where CFOs fall in a
range of [−0.25, 0.25] or smaller, and switch to other methods
(e.g., the LU-factorization) when CFOs spread over a wider
range. At the same time, it should be noted that the range
[−0.25, 0.25] is relatively relaxed and can be easily retained
in practice. See [16] where the authors have argued that the
range [−0.2, 0.2] is a very relaxed one. They have noted that
the aforementioned CFO range is much larger than the 2%
maximum CFO requirement of IEEE 802.16a standard.

Using (19) and (20) in (18), we obtain

x̂
(M)
ZF =

(
M∑
i=0

(−D−1Λ̃)i

)
D−1r̄. (21)

To keep the complexity of implementation of this equation at a
minimum level, it may be implemented recursively according
to the algorithm listed in the following table (Algorithm 1).
Each step of the algorithm involves a matrix by vector mul-
tiplication (multiplication of −D−1Λ̃ by x̂

(i−1)
ZF ) followed by

a vector addition (addition of x̂
(0)
ZF). Moreover, noting that

−D−1Λ̃ is a very sparse matrix (most of its elements are
zero), the complexity of the multiplication (−D−1Λ̃)x̂

(i−1)
ZF

remains relatively small; see Section VI for details.

Algorithm 1 Interference cancellation algorithm based on
truncated Neumann series

1: x̂
(0)
ZF = D−1r̄ � initialization

2: for i = 1 to M do
3: x̂

(i)
ZF = (−D−1Λ̃)x̂

(i−1)
ZF + x̂

(0)
ZF

4: end for

C. Conjugate Gradient Algorithm

The CG algorithm is only applicable to the linear systems
of equations with positive definite and Hermitian coefficient
matrices [26]. Therefore, in order to be able to estimate
the transmitted symbols of different users based on the ZF
criterion using the CG algorithm, both sides of (12) can be
multiplied by ΛH. Therefore, the ZF solution in (17) can be
reformulated as x̂ZF = (ΛHΛ)−1ΛHr̄. From approximation
of Λ with ΛQB, equation (18) can be rearranged as

x̂ZF = P−1
ZFΛ

Hr̄, (22)

where PZF = ΛHΛ. The Hermitian and positive definite
property of PZF allows utilization of the CG algorithm for
another low complexity computation of x̂ZF. This idea was
first suggested in [14], where authors used the special structure
of the interference matrix Λ to propose a low complexity
MMSE solution. Although the same solution (with some minor
modifications) is applicable to the case of interest to this
paper as well, here, the banded nature of ΛQB and PZF

allows a more direct and lower complexity implementation
of the CG algorithm. The pseudo code that is presented
under Algorithm 2 lists the CG algorithm when applied for
computation of x̂ZF, [26]. The subscript/superscript i indicates
the iteration index, δ is the convergence tolerance and x̂

(i)
CG is

the estimation of x̂ZF at the ith iteration of the CG algorithm.
Finally, the vectors di and ξi denote the search direction
and residual vectors in the ith iteration, respectively. The
complexity of this algorithm is dominated by matrix to vector
multiplication PZFdi. In [14], the special form of Λ is taken
advantage of and PZFdi is implemented using a sequence
of FFT/IFFT operations. Here, we note that since PZF is
banded (sparse), direct calculation of PZFdi results in a lower
complexity.

The CG algorithm has to run over a number of iterations to
converge. The number of iterations depends on the eigenvalue
spread of the underlying matrix, PZF. In [14] it is noted that
the eigenvalue spread of PZF is rather limited and hence the
authors have concluded that the CG algorithm will converge
within a number of iterations that is much smaller than N . The
same conclusion is applicable to our proposed implementation.

V. MMSE-BASED CFO COMPENSATION

Even though the ZF solution removes the effect of the
CFOs, multiplication of Λ−1

QB to the noise in (18) may result in
noise enhancement. In order to avoid the noise enhancement
problem, it is common to use MMSE criterion. This leads to
a balance between residual self/multiple user interference and
noise enhancement at the detector output. The MMSE solution
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Algorithm 2 The CG algorithm

1: ξ0 = PZFx̂
(0)
CG −ΛH

QBr̄
2: d1 = ξ0
3: i = 0
4: while ‖ξi‖ ≥ δ ‖ξ0‖ do
5: i = i+ 1

6: αi =
ξH
i−1ξi−1

dH
i PZFdi

7: x̂
(i)
CG = x̂

(i−1)
CG + αidi

8: ξi = ξi−1 + αiPZFdi

9: γi =
ξH
i ξi

ξH
i−1ξi−1

10: di+1 = di + γidi

11: end while

of (12) with quasi-banded approximation of the interference
matrix is given by

x̂MMSE = P−1ΛH
QBr̄, (23)

where P = ΛH
QBΛQB + σν

2IN , [11]. We refer to (23) as
MMSE CFO compensator.

Similar to its ZF counterpart, the MMSE CFO compen-
sator can also benefit from the quasi-banded property of the
interference matrix which enables the development of a class
of low complexity algorithms. In particular, the matrix P is
also banded, however, it has a bandwidth that can be as much
as twice the bandwidth of ΛQB. Hence, the MMSE CFO
compensator algorithms that are presented below, expectedly,
have a higher complexity than the ZF CFO compensator
algorithms that were presented in the previous section.

A. LU Factorization

In the same fashion as in Section IV-A, the matrix P can be
efficiently factorized into lower and upper triangular matrices
and x̂MMSE can be estimated using forward and backward
substitutions technique. Clearly, the wider bandwidth of P,
compared to that of ΛQB, leads to a higher complexity.
Complexity details are given in the next section.

B. Truncated Neumann Series

The same as in Section IV-B, we can write P as the sum
of its main diagonal and off-diagonal elements. Therefore,
P−1 can be rearranged as (IN + D−1

P P̃)−1D−1
P where DP

and P̃ contain the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of P,
respectively. If the spectral radius of D−1

P P̃ is smaller than
one, a similar iterative algorithm to the one presented in
Algorithm 1, based on M th order truncation of Neumann
series can be developed to estimate x̂MMSE. Thus, we have

x̂
(M)
MMSE =

(
M∑
i=0

(−DP
−1P̃)i

)
DP

−1ΛH
QBr̄. (24)

Fig. 7 depicts PDF of the spectral radius of D−1
P P̃ for the

cases of having N = 512, 1024 subcarriers and K = 4, 32
users where the CFOs are in the range of [−0.25, 0.25]. The
PDFs are derived based on 1, 000, 000 random choices of
CFOs for the G-CAS case. About the effects of the number
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Fig. 7. Spectral radius of the matrix D−1
P P̃ for a system with the CFOs in

the range of [−0.25, 0.25].

of subcarriers and users on the spectral radius of D−1
P P̃, we

have similar observations as in Section IV-B. Based on Fig. 7,
in all the cases, the upper bound for the spectral radius of
D−1

P P̃ is approximately 0.9 which guarantees convergence of
the Neumann series. For the same reasons as in Section IV-B,
we propose this solution for the cases where CFOs fall in the
range of [−0.25, 0.25].

Comparing Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, one may realize that the
spectral radius of the matrix D−1

P P̃ in MMSE case is larger
than the spectral radius of the matrix D−1Λ̃ in ZF case, for
the same CFO range. Thus, our MMSE solution based on
Neumann series needs more iterations to converge than its ZF
counterpart which translates into a higher complexity.

C. Conjugate Gradient Algorithm

As the only difference between P and PZF is their main
diagonal, following the same line of derivations as in Sec-
tion IV-C, the MMSE estimates of the transmitted signals can
be found simply by replacing PZF with P in Algorithm 2.

VI. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

Table I summarizes the computational complexity of the
ZF and MMSE CFO compensation techniques/algorithms that
were developed in the previous sections and compares them
with the direct solutions5 and the CG algorithm of [14]. The
reader should be reminded that prior to this work, the CG
algorithm of [14] was the technique with lowest complexity
applicable to G-CAS. We thus use this as a base to evaluate
the effectiveness of the methods developed in this paper.

Following our earlier notations, the total number of sub-
carriers and the number of users are denoted by N and K,
respectively. The parameters I , D and Nw in the table indicate
the number of iterations, bandwidth of the interference matrix
ΛQB and roll-off width of the receiver window, respectively.
All the operations involve complex numbers. Therefore, we
provide the computational complexity expressions based on

5Direct solutions include direct inversion and multiplication of the matrices
involved to the received signal, r̄.
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TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT CFO COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES

Technique Number of CMs for ZF-based CFO compensation Number of CMs for MMSE-based CFO compensation

Direct 1
3
N3 + 2N2 + KN

2
log2 N

5
6
N3 + 5

2
N2 + KN

2
log2 N

Proposed LU factorization 1
3
D3 + (2N − 1)D2 + (4N − 1

3
)D + KN

4
log2 N +Nw

9
8
D3 + 9

4
( 17

6
N − 1)D2 + ( 43

4
N − 1

2
)D + 2N + KN

4
log2 N +Nw

Proposed Truncated series I(2ND +N) +N + KN
4

log2 N +Nw I(3ND +N) + 15
8
ND2 + 19

4
ND + 3N + KN

4
log2 N +Nw

Proposed CG I(4ND + 7N) +N(2D + 1) + KN
4

log2 N +Nw I(4ND + 7N) +N(2D + 1) + KN
4

log2 N +Nw

CG, [14] I(KN log2 N + 2KN + 5N) +KN log2 N + 2KN I(KN log2 N + 2KN + 5N) +KN log2 N + 2KN

the number of complex multiplications (CMs). Direct ZF and
MMSE solutions involve direct inversion of the matrices Λ
and P, respectively. Since, we approximate Λ with ΛQB in
our proposed algorithms, there is no need to calculate all the
elements of Λ. Accordingly, FFT pruning techniques can be
utilized to further reduce the computational cost of calculating
Λ−1

QB, [27], following the CG algorithm of [14].
All the proposed solutions in this paper include time domain

windowing that needs Nw CMs. In order to calculate the
columns of the matrix ΛQB, as only 2D + 1 elements out
of N are needed, FFT pruning techniques can be utilized and
hence KN

4 log2 N CMs need to be performed. In ZF-based LU
factorization solution, the number of complex multiplications
that are needed for calculation of the lower and upper triangu-
lar matrices as well as forward and backward substitutions is
equal to 1

3D
3 + (2N − 1)D2 + (4N − 1

3 )D. In MMSE-based
LU factorization, the complexity overhead with respect to the
ZF-based solution is mainly laid in multiplication of ΛH

QB

to r̄ and calculation of ΛH
QBΛQB. This complexity overhead

is 19
24D

3 + 5
4 (3.5N − 1)D2 + ( 274 N − 1

6 )D + 2N . The ZF
technique based on the truncated Neumann series needs N
CMs for initialization step and 2ND +N CMs per iteration.
In the same way as for the MMSE-based LU factorization
technique, there exists a complexity overhead with respect to
the ZF-based solution which is equal to 15

8 ND2+ 19
4 ND+2N

CMs and ND complex multiplications per iteration. As can
be understood from Table I, both CG-based ZF and MMSE
techniques that we propose have the same computational
complexity which is due to the equations that were discussed
in Sections IV and V. Multiplication of ΛH

QB to r̄ involves
N(2D+1) CMs. In addition, 4ND+7N number of CMs is
needed for each iteration.

The computational cost for CFO compensation in single
user systems is low and thus affordable from a practical imple-
mentation point of view. It involves N complex multiplications
and an N -point FFT operation. In order to provide a good
understanding of the level of complexity of the various CFO
compensation techniques, we normalize the complexity of all
of them to that of a single user receiver and present the results.
This allows us to assess the practicality of different solutions.

The complexity formulas presented in Table I are evaluated
for the case where N = 2048 and the results after normal-
ization with respect to that of a single user receiver are pre-
sented in Fig. 8. Different numbers of iterations are required
for convergence of different algorithms. Hence, we consider
I = 2 and 4 for our proposed Neumann series based ZF
and MMSE techniques, respectively and I = 32 for the CG-
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Fig. 8. Relative complexity of different CFO compensation techniques with
respect to single user case when N = 2048.

based algorithms (as is prescribed in [14]). The parameters,
roll-off width of the receiver window and bandwidth of the
interference matrix are set as Nw = �0.1N� and D = 10,
respectively. These results reveal the following instructive and
interesting facts:

• The complexity of CG algorithm of [14] is at least over
two orders of magnitude larger than that of a single user
receiver. It even grows to over three orders of magnitude
as the number of users increases. Although the processing
is done at the base station, these complexity numbers are
clearly excessively large.

• The ZF solution based on the Neumann series brings
down the complexity by two orders of magnitude, hence,
leads to a much more affordable implementation.

• Other algorithms/solutions that are proposed in this paper
also have complexities that are lower than the complexity
of the CG algorithm.

On the other hand, the simulation results that are presented
in the next section reveal that the performance difference
between the ZF and MMSE solutions is negligible. Hence,
given the low complexity advantage of the ZF solutions based
on LU factorization and Neumann series, there is no reason
to adopt an MMSE solution for CFO compensation. For cases
where CFOs remain in the range of ±25% of carrier spacing,
the ZF solution based on the Neumann series which has
the lowest complexity and provides the optimal performance
should be adopted. For a higher CFO range than ±25% of
carrier spacing, LU factorization method should be utilized.
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VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the bit error rate (BER) per-
formance of our proposed solutions in the uplink of an
OFDMA system for different cases. We assume different
numbers of subcarriers and users with generalized carrier allo-
cation scheme. The multipath channel SUI-2 proposed by the
IEEE802.16 broadband wireless access working group, [28],
is considered. The CP is chosen long enough to accommodate
both the wireless channel delay spread and the samples needed
for the receiver windowing operation, i.e., NCP = 0.25N . The
users with uncoded 4-QAM and 16-QAM modulation schemes
are considered in our numerical evaluations and each point
in the results is based on 10, 000 simulation runs. In each
simulation run, random subcarrier indices based on G-CAS
are allocated to the users. The CFOs, εi’s, are independently
chosen from a uniform distribution. In this section, different
CFO ranges of ±25% and ±50% of subcarrier spacing are
considered6. A raised-cosine window with the roll-off width
of Nw = �0.1N� samples is used. The bandwidth D = 10 is
chosen for the quasi-banded approximation of the interference
matrix.

The performance of the proposed ZF solutions are inves-
tigated and compared with that of the direct solution7 for
the CFO range of ±25% subcarrier spacing for two cases: in
Fig. 9, we consider N = 512, K = 4 and 4-QAM; whereas in
Fig. 10, we use N = 1024, K = 32 and 16-QAM modulation.
We investigate the BER performance of our algorithms for
small and large number of users with two constellation sizes
to show the efficacy of our proposed algorithms. As Figs. 9
and 10 depict, in both cases, the LU factorization technique
has a BER performance similar to the direct solution with a
negligible performance loss at very high signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs). This shows that approximation of L and U matrices
as quasi-banded ones, as predicted, is accurate enough to
guarantee a satisfactory performance. However, the second
order truncation of Neumann series incurs a performance loss
of around 1 dB and 3 to 4 dB at high SNRs for the cases
of Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. This performance loss at
high SNRs can be avoided by adding one more iteration to the
Neumann series. This of course constitutes a small increase in
complexity.

As noted in Section IV-B, for large CFOs up to 50%
subcarrier spacing, convergence of the Neumann series, unfor-
tunately, is not guaranteed and thus, such method cannot be
used. Fig. 11, illustrates the performance of our proposed ZF-
based LU factorization and CG techniques and compares them
with those of the direct ZF solution and the MMSE-based CG
algorithm of [14] for εi ∈ [−0.5, 0.5), N = 512, K = 4
and 4-QAM modulation. In Fig. 12, we have investigated
the performance of our proposed ZF-based techniques and
compared them with that of the direct solution for the case
of having a larger number of users and subcarriers; namely:

6In all cases, normalized CFOs with respect to subcarrier spacing are
considered and therefore our results are valid for any arbitrary subcarrier
spacing.

7Direct solution involves direct inversion and multiplication of the matrix
Λ to the received signal, r̄.
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Fig. 9. BER performance of our proposed techniques compared with the
direct ZF solution for the uplink of OFDMA systems with G-CAS, 4-QAM,
N = 512 and K = 4 when |εi| ≤ 0.25.
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Fig. 10. BER performance of our proposed techniques compared with the
direct ZF solution for the uplink of OFDMA systems with G-CAS, 16-QAM,
N = 1024 and K = 32 when |εi| ≤ 0.25.

K = 32 and N = 1024 and larger constellation size of 16-
QAM. Figs. 11 and 12 indicate the robust performance of our
proposed ZF-based LU factorization and CG techniques under
harsh CFO conditions. In [14], Lee et al. have shown that
their MMSE-based solution provides the optimal performance.
Comparing the performance of the proposed MMSE solution
in [14] with our LU factorization technique reveals that in this
particular application, MMSE and ZF solutions provide very
close BER curves (Fig. 11). As emphasized in Section VI, the
proposed ZF solutions have a lower computational complexity
compared with that of the MMSE solutions. Accordingly, the
ZF techniques are more practical and hence attractive for the
uplink of OFDMA systems. As highlighted in Section VI,
our ZF solution based on truncated Neumann series which
is applicable to the CFO range of ±25% has the lowest
complexity. Therefore, only when CFOs may be out of the
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Fig. 11. BER performance of our proposed techniques compared with the
direct ZF solution and the solution in [14] for the uplink of OFDMA systems
with G-CAS, 4-QAM, N = 512 and K = 4 when |εi| < 0.5.
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Fig. 12. BER performance of our proposed techniques compared with the
direct ZF solution for the uplink of OFDMA systems with G-CAS, 16-QAM,
N = 1024 and K = 32 when |εi| < 0.5.

range ±25% other solutions should be considered and in
that case the clear choice (considering the computational
complexity) is ZF-based LU factorization.

A point to note, here, is that the same CP length is
considered for all the techniques that are compared in this
section. However, for some solutions like direct ZF and that
of [14] where no receiver filtering is required, a shorter CP is
sufficient. Consequently, their CP can be Nw = �0.1N� sam-
ples shorter than the one required for our proposed solutions.
Therefore, our proposed solutions in this paper lead to around
1 dB BER performance loss compared with the direct ZF or
the solution proposed in [14].

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a new class of low complexity
receivers for the uplink of orthogonal frequency division

multiple access (OFDMA) systems through utilization of
receiver windowing techniques. All the algorithms that have
been developed in this paper are applicable to the generalized
subcarrier allocation scheme (G-CAS). Time domain receiver
windowing enables reduction of the interference induced by
multiple carrier frequency offsets (CFOs). This leads to a
class of low complexity CFO compensation techniques that
can reduce the computational complexity of the receiver up to
over two orders of magnitude, when compared to the lowest
complexity algorithm in the literature. This great reduction in
complexity comes at the expense of a longer cyclic extension,
i.e., a compromise in bandwidth efficiency. Both zero forcing
(ZF) and minimum mean squared error (MMSE) compensators
were thoroughly studied and for each, a number of solutions
were developed. Simulations showed that all solutions lead
to the same bit error rate performance and thus the choice
between different CFO compensation algorithms is dictated by
their computational complexity. While the proposed ZF-based
Neumann series compensator was found to be the simplest, it
works only when the CFO range is limited to approximately
±25% of carrier spacing. For cases where CFOs fall outside of
the range of ±25% of carrier spacing, the proposed ZF-based
LU factorization method should be adopted. The complexity
analysis presented in this paper was in the unit of single
user complexity. The research presented in this paper led to
CFO compensation algorithms whose complexity was only one
order of magnitude greater than that of the single user case
while keeping very close to the optimal performance. Such a
substantial complexity reduction makes our algorithms feasible
in practice and therefore, suitable for hardware implementation
of real-time uplink OFDMA systems.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF FULL RANK PROPERTY OF Λ

Using (14), the interference matrix Λ can be written as

Λ = FN T̄TW
K∑
i=1

Φ̃(εi)T̄FH
NΠ(i)

= FN T̄TWΩ, (A.1)

where

Ω =

K∑
i=1

Φ̃(εi)T̄FH
NΠ(i) = [ω0, . . . ,ωN−1], (A.2)

and ω�s are the column vectors of the matrix Ω.
Since the DFT matrix, FN , is full rank, if we show that all

the rows of T̄TWΩ are linearly independent, we can conclude
that the interference matrix is also full rank. The matrix Ω is
an (N +Nw)×N matrix with the 	th column of

ω� =
[
e−

j2π
N (Nw

2 )(εj+�), . . . , e−
j2π
N (εj+�),

1, e
j2π
N (εj+�), . . . , e

j2π
N (N−1)(εj+�),

ej2π(εj+�), . . . , e
j2π
N (N+Nw

2 −1)(εj+�)
]T ×

e
j2πNw

2N εj , (A.3)

where 	 ∈ Ψj . From (A.3), one may notice that the elements
of the vector in the right hand side are all different powers of
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e
j2π
N (εj+�) scaled by e

j2πNw
2N εj . Hence, in order to make the

columns of the matrix Ω linearly dependent, there should be
two columns 	 and 	′ that satisfy the following condition

	+ εj = 	′ + εk, (A.4)

where 	 ∈ Ψj and 	′ ∈ Ψk. Therefore, |	−	′| = |εk−εj |. Due
to the fact that 	 and 	′ are column indices, they are different
integers and |	 − 	′| is also an integer while εk and εj are
residual CFOs in the range of (−0.5, 0.5]. Thereby, |εk−εj | <
1 and (A.4) does not hold. Thus, we can conclude that all the
columns in Ω are linearly independent and therefore the rank
of Ω is N . The general rule for finding the rank of the product
of matrices A and B is as follows [22]

Rank(AB) = Rank(B)−Dim
(
Null(A) ∩ Range(B)

)
,

(A.5)
where A and B are n × p and p × q matrices, respectively.
Since Rank(Ω) = N and there is no intersection between
the nullspace of W and the range of Ω, Dim

(
Null(W) ∩

Range(Ω)
)

= 0, the matrix WΩ has also rank of N .
Similarly, Null(T̄T) ∩ Range(WΩ) = ∅ and the matrix
T̄TWΩ is full rank.
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